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Abstract: During last decade the amount of accessible digital information has grown enormously leading to 

information overload crisis. It consumes precious time of user in searching significant information and also effects 

decision making quality. This generates the need of relevant Information Retrieval (IR). Categorization of data is a 

significant step of IR which assists in personalized recommendations. We have proposed and implemented a novel 

classification approach, SMLDHC i.e., Semantics based Multi Label Dual Hierarchical Categorization, for highly 

dynamic data. This approach classifies the data into news categories as well as identified news entities therefore 

called as dual classification. We have proposed mixed classification approach based on hard semantic classification 

which is conditionally changed by soft semantic rules to reduce misclassified data. Multi label classification requires 

a sophisticated approach in comparison to binary classification. Therefore a semantically enriched Ontology has 

been designed for unambiguous multi-label classification of data. Ontology structure is based on news industry 

standard given by IPTC (International Press Telecommunications Council). Certain modifications have been 

incorporated in the standard IPTC hierarchy to reduce the percentage of unclassified and mis-classified data.  

Consideration of domain concepts instead of all the terms makes the approach scalable. In addition to this, 

hierarchical structure of ontology concepts assists in managing large amount of data by categorizing into 

manageable volumes at first level, further making the approach scalable for local classifier at leaf level. For 

enhancement in classification outcome at first level, modified numerical statistical approach has been used. It passes 

amended feature information to local leaf level classifier for improvement in leaf level classification, in terms of 

precision and recall.  Final classification at leaf level has also been improved by controlled cross checking the 

outcome with its corresponding major categories. Added benefit of proposed approach is that it does not require any 

labeled training data because ontology itself acts as a classifier.  

For evaluation of proposed classification approach, headlines and very short description of RSS (Really Simple 

Syndication) feed news items from various trusted sources are automatically aggregated daily and classified. 

Experimental study and evaluation of categorization of news items shows 90% of precision and 93% of recall. 

Proposed dual classification helps in capturing user preferences both ways leading to efficient recommendations. 

Categorization also helps in curbing the cold start problem for new items in recommendations. In recommendation 

process, an additional step of scrutiny has been taken for vigilant adaptation in categorization outcome based on 

adequate users‟ feedback, to enhance the results.  

Keywords: Domain Ontology, Hierarchical semantic Categorization, Natural Language Processing, Multi Label 

Classification, RSS feeds, Named Entity. 

 
 

I. Introduction 

Exponential growth has been witnessed in the amount of digital information accessible online. With this growth in 

easy availability of data, the need of required information retrieval (IR) has grown as well. Text Categorization is a 

step to achieve relevant information retrieval. It groups all the items of similar nature together. Text categorization is 
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the process of labeling the text with a category. Categorization, Indexing and classification are the terms used 

interchangeably for the same purpose [10].   

Categorization helps to manage large data sets by reducing its complexity. It also helps to handle the cold start 

problem for new item in recommendation because all the items are categorized into categories and recommender 

system will recommend all items (new as well as existing) to the user based on the category of user likings.  

News domain is highly dynamic in nature and suffers with the problem of bulk of data from lots and lots of news 

sources providing daily news [5]. Categorization helps in dealing with bulk of data. News sources provide updated 

daily news in the form of RSS feeds [4]. In proposed approach title and short description metadata has been 

considered as input because the precise summary of news article improves classification accuracy [38]. Sometimes 

metadata information is not accurate and not consistent, leading to user‟s distrust in the results. Therefore, we have 

proposed a categorization approach to enrich the metadata information of news items, in which news items are 

aggregated daily from different trusted sources of RSS feed, preprocessed using NLP and then given as input to 

proposed SMLDHC (Semantics based Multi Label Dual Hierarchical Categorization) algorithm. To make the 

system scalable proposed approach considers hierarchically arranged concepts instead of all the terms.  

Proposed approach of multi label classification is a hierarchical classification which makes the system scalable also. 

Hierarchical classification methods differ in a number of different criteria.  

The first criterion is the type of hierarchical structure used. This structure can be either a tree or a DAG (Direct 

Acyclic Graph). The main difference between them is that in the DAG a node can have more than one parent node. 

In proposed approach tree structure has been used. The structure used for classification purpose is given by IPTC. 

The second criterion is how deep the classification in the hierarchy is performed. i.e., the hierarchical classification 

method can be implemented in a way that  

(a) It will always assign an example to a leaf class node known as Mandatory Leaf-Node Prediction and or 

(b)  It can consider stopping the classification at any level of the hierarchy known as Non- Mandatory Leaf 

Node Prediction.  

Proposed approach is mandatory leaf node prediction with a variation that news items are classified on first level 

also having major news categories. News items are mapped on one or more leaf categories of ontology. It supports 

in capturing user preferences which assists in efficient recommendations. 

The third criterion is related to how the hierarchical structure is explored. To deal with hierarchical structure the 

existing approaches can be divided into three broad groups:  

(a) Na¨ıve or Flat: This approach is the simplest one, which consists of completely ignoring the class hierarchy 

by predicting only classes at the leaf nodes. It can be of two types : Binary (Can handle two classes only) or 

Multi Class (can handle n number of classes) 

(b)  Big-Bang or Global: It takes into account the class hierarchy as a whole during a single run of the 

classification algorithm therefore it lacks modularity.  

(c) Top-Down or Local approaches: This approach suffers with a basic problem that errors at certain level will 

propagate downwards unless an approach is used. There are three variants of top down approach: (a) Local 

classifier per node (b) Local classifier per level (c) Local classifier per parent node. 

Proposed approach makes use of local classifier per level making use of hierarchical structure also. In proposed 

approach steps have been taken so that only useful information will propagate from higher to lower level of 

hierarchy, which improves the classification precision.  

Based on the number of classes that are assigned, classification can be  

(a) Single label or  

(b) Multi label [24] 

Based on the type of class assignment, approach can be  

(a) Hard or  

(b) Soft 

Hard classification approach is based on just yes or no answer. Soft classification approach is based on probability 

distribution of data among classes. Proposed approach is Multi Label classification approach with combined rules of 

assignment. In news domain it is obvious that news can be part of more than one category. Classification of data 

onto multiple labels is based on hard classification with soft rules. Soft rules alter the output due to hard 

classification approach to reduce number of mis-classified labels. .   

Based on the ontology domain knowledge classification can be  

(a) Subject ontology classification: categorizes ontologies depending on what is the domain and topic of ontologies 

(b) Functional ontology classification: determines the role that the ontology plays or 

(c) Sentimental ontology classification: determines the messages or opinion that is presented in ontologies. 
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Proposed approach is subject based ontology classification because ontology contains subject knowledge of the 

news domain categories. We have designed news domain ontology for subject ontology classification but any other 

domain ontology can be used based on the purpose and outcome. 

For unambiguous classification proposed approach considers semantic relatedness measures to predict the closeness 

among different terms in news. For classification of news items SMLDHC makes use of our designed Semantically 

Enriched News Domain Ontology. The multi level hierarchical structure of ontology is based on news industry 

standards given by International Press Telecommunications council (IPTC). Certain modifications have been 

incorporated in the standards IPTC hierarchy to reduce the percentage of unclassified and mis-classified data. 

Moreover, Ontology is also enriched with knowledge from open and linked external knowledge source [7]. Data 

type and object properties have also been added in the ontology based on deep analysis of the domain [7] [9]. 

Dual categorization classifies news into news categories and news entities both. Entity type classification is based on 

two features: same entity individual and same profiles of entity individuals. This will help in recommendations 

based on user interest in news concept, news entity or entity profile. Semantics based approach makes use of 

semantic relations for unambiguous classification unlike traditional approach which is just based on syntactic 

features and therefore are unable to handle ambiguity in classification.  

 

The proposed approach is divided into three modules. First module is for preprocessing of RSS feed news items 

incorporating dimensionality reduction: tokenization, stop word removal, stemming and ranking of extracted 

important features. Ranking is given on the basis of weighted frequency calculated using RSS metadata information. 

Second module is indexing incorporating features like feature selection (using ranked weighted frequency of 

features), semantic relatedness among terms (semantic distance). Third module is classification module. It 

incorporates mapping of news into major concept and leaf concepts of ontology taxonomy as well as mapping of 

news into entities based on same entity individual and based on same entity profile. This module also rechecks the 

classifications results at both the levels. It first rechecks misclassified news items on first level (major categories) 

using modified numerical statistical tf-idf approach [5]. Unlike traditional tf-idf approach we have first ranked the 

important terms and then instead of considering all the terms we just consider concepts in designed ontology. The 

ranked terms are mapped to concepts using semantic relations. The modified approach is ranked cf-idf (concept 

frequency inverse document frequency) approach, which helps to reduce the number of mis-classified results in 

MLC (Multi Label Classification). Within major concepts news items are further classified into leaf concepts of the 

news domain ontology. To handle misclassified news at final level (leaf categories) we cross check the classification 

at major concept and classification at leaf concept. It reduces the number of unclassified news. Algorithm also 

makes use of semantic relations (synonymy, hyponymy and meronymy) from WordNet, which has been given 

different priority for better outcome. 

  All the modules of SMLDC are checked for accuracy, on the live data gathered automatically on daily basis from 

RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds of trustworthy sources. Classifications of news using proposed approach 

gives 90% precision and 93% recall in outcome. Experimental results and evaluations have been given in the paper. 

Our semantics based approach of Multi Label Dual Hierarchical Categorization of news items is capable of bringing 

improvement in accuracy at each level as well as capable of handling the cold start problem for recommendation of 

new items. We propose an additional step in recommendation phase to improve the accuracy of categorization. This 

step scrutinizes the classification results and updates the outcome based on adequate user feedback. Improved 

accuracy helps in efficient recommendations. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next Section gives insight of the required background information. In 

section III architecture of proposed recommender system is given. In Section IV designed and implemented 

proposed algorithms for classification, has been presented. Section V gives required setup for the implementation. 

Section VI gives experimental study and evaluations. Section VII gives study of related work done by other authors. 

Conclusions and future work is given in section VIII followed by references.     

  
II. Background study  

Ontology and OWL (Web Ontology Language): Traditionally the term Ontology is a branch of metaphysics to 

provide a definitive and exhaustive classification of the nature of human beings. Now it is commonly used in several 

domains in particular in the information science area, to     support the sharing and reuse of the formally represented 

knowledge, contributing to the definition of the common vocabulary in which shared knowledge is represented. 

Furthermore, in logic programming area, the Ontologies are defined with two main functions: (1) Provide a way of 

viewing the world, and hence for organizing information (2) The Ontologies are required for interoperability, to 
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define a shared vocabulary and meanings for terms with respect to other terms. The Ontologies are organized and 

structured by concepts, not by words. 

Ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization [1]. Every knowledge base, knowledge-based system, or 

knowledge-level agent is committed to some conceptualization, explicitly or implicitly. A body of formally 

represented knowledge is based on a conceptualization: the objects, concepts, and other entities that are presumed to 

exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold them [2]. The data described by ontology in the OWL 

family is interpreted as a set of "individuals" and a set of "property assertions" which relate these individuals to each 

other. Ontology consists of a set of axioms which place constraints on sets of individuals (called "classes") and the 

types of relationships permitted between them. These axioms provide semantics by allowing systems to infer 

additional information based on the data explicitly provided. The Web Ontology Language OWL is a semantic 

markup language for publishing and sharing ontologies on the WWW. OWL has been used to design ontology based 

on taxonomy given by IPTC [3]. Ontology is used for classification and mapping of RSS feed news items [4]. 

IPTC news codes subject codes [3]: IPTC (International Press Telecommunication Council) has given taxonomy 

of 28 news codes (Subject Code, Subject Qualifier, Media Type, News Item Type and Genre called as Subject 

Reference System (SRS)) controlled vocabularies (metadata standards) for news industry. Out of which two are 

subject code and subject qualifier. It is used for categorization and can be seen as a three level hierarchy. Categories 

in hierarchy are represented by sequence of fixed 8 decimal digit strings in the order of more general to more 

specific. First two digits (01-17) represent subject code which describes the content of a set of terms to provide a 

description of the editorial content of news for example 09 for Labor, 12 for Religion and Belief, 13 for Science and 

Technology, next three digits (000) represent subject matter (optional) which provides a description at a more 

precise level and last three digits (000 means no value) represent subject detail at a more specific level. We represent 

RSS feed news items in the designed ontology structure based on above mentioned hierarchy and codes. 

Word Net: WordNet is an electronic semantic lexicon for the English language. Its development started in 1985 

under the direction of Professor George A. Miller and is currently supervised by Dr. Christiane Fellbaum at 

Princeton University. Word Net, a freely available database originally designed as a semantic network based 

on psycholinguistic principles and computational theories of human lexical memory (Fellbaum, 1998), was 

expanded by addition of definitions and is now also viewed as a dictionary. WordNet uses a differential theory of 

lexical semantics, meaning that representations are not on the level of individual words, but on the level of meanings 

of a word, called lexemes (Miller, 1995).Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive 

synonyms called synsets, each unambiguously expressing a certain concept. If a word has multiple meanings, they 

will be filed into different synsets. The result of this approach is that in WordNet a word is defined by its synonyms. 

Short general definitions called glosses are provided for each word and different relations link the synsets. It 

qualifies as an upper ontology by including the most general concepts as well as more specialized concepts, related 

to each other not only by the sub-sumption relations, but by other semantic relations as well, such as part-of. 

However, unlike Cyc, it has not been formally axiomatized so as to make the logical relations between the concepts 

precise. It has been widely used in Natural language processing research. 

WordNet structure: The main structure of WordNet is that of a hierarchical network. Synsets can be related to 

other synsets in a variety of ways. The most common relation in WordNet is the hypernym/hyponym (or IS-A) 

relation, which makes up for 80 percent of the total relations in WordNet. Concept X is a hypernym of Y if every Y 

is an X. This also makes Y a hyponym of X. So, the concept animal would be a hypernym of mammal and the 

concept mouse would be a hyponym of mammal. This structure means that properties of concepts can be inferred: 

hyponyms inherit the properties from their hypernyms (or parents). If animals give birth, then mammals give birth as 

well, because they inherit this property. And if mammals suckle their young, mice suckle their young as well 

because they are mammals. Another relation that is possible in WordNet is the holonym/ meronym relation (or 

PART-OF). If Y is a part of X, X is the holonym of Y and Y the meronym of X. The concept computer is a holonym 

of CPU and keyboard may be a meronym of computer.  

Document classification : Automatic document classification tasks can be divided into three sorts: supervised 

document classification where some external mechanism (such as human feedback) provides information on the 

correct classification for documents, unsupervised document classification (also known as document clustering), 

where the classification must be done entirely without reference to external information, and semi-supervised 

document classification, where parts of the documents are labeled by the external mechanism.  

As the web includes many different kinds of data (such as texts, images, multimedia data, etc.), there are different 

categorization methods for each. These methods include: categorization of texts based on statistical and algorithmic 

methods of machine learning (Kwon & Lee, 2000). In machine learning algorithms, training data are used to train 

categorizers. The software used for categorizing news is called categorizer. Categorizers can categorize new pages 
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after they have been trained. These methods include k-Nearest Neighbor approach (Yang & Lui, 1999) [25], 

Bayesian probability models (Lewis & Ringuette, 1994; McCallum & Nigam 1998; Combarro et. al., 2005) [28] and 

Koller et.al. [27], inductive and symbolic learning rules (Apte, Damerau, & Weiss 1994) [26], backup machines 

(Dumais, Platt, Heckerman, & Sahami, 1994) [29], neural networks (Weigend, Weiner, & Peterson, 1999) [31], 

Multivariate regression [32][34], support vector machines [30] and decision making trees (Lewis & Ringuette, 1994) 

[33]. These approaches all depend on having some initial labeled training data from which category models are 

learned. Once category models are trained, new items can be added with little or no additional human effort. We 

have used Semantics based approach for hierarchical classification because it has benefits compared to above 

mentioned approaches [5]. It does not require a training data. It can handle the ambiguity in natural language. 

  

Arcitecture of Proposed System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of proposed system 

 

In given architecture [fig. 1] news profiling, user profiling [8] and recommendations [9] makes use of our designed 

Semantically Enriched News Domain Ontology (SENDO). SENDO is enriched with semantic knowledge from 

online lexicon WordNet and populated with knowledge from open and linked external knowledge source DBpedia. 

Proposed classification approach helps to improve the accuracy of classified data which leads to efficient 

recommendations. 

    

III. Proposed Classification Approach  
 

Proposed classification approach is semantics based multi label dual hierarchical approach. This approach is called 

as dual classification approach because it classifies data into multiple domain categories and identified entities 

which are arranged hierarchically. Entity based classification is on the similarity of entity individual as well as 

similarity of entity profile. It is also a multi label classification approach because more than one class can be 

assigned to data. It is mixed classification approach because class is assigned initially as hard classification and 

amended based on the priority and importance of certain classification steps therefore can fall under soft 

classification approach. Two local classifiers are designed in proposed top down hierarchical classification 

approach: one for major category level and another for leaf category level. Output of first level effects further levels. 

Limitation of this approach is that at certain nodes error may propagate downwards. To avoid this we have proposed 

a controlled method.  Benefit of this method is twofold. It first reduces the misclassified news at first level and 

passes modified important information to next levels. Outcome at leaf level is also rechecked and improved using a 

rule that item classified at a particular sub category must have its corresponding major category. Therefore we 

converges the results at both the levels but with certain important checks. Analysis shows the benefits of each step.     

 In proposed approach news profiling is done using Semantically Enriched News Domain Ontology (SENDO). 

Classification of news using SENDO gives unambiguous results with accuracy which is major cause of user believe 

in recommendations.  News items are categorized daily into major categories as well as leaf categories of SENDO 
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hierarchy. All the categorized news items are mapped on leaf classes of SENDO known as mandatory leaf node top-

down classification approach. An additional step has also been to recheck the outcome at both the levels and 

rectifying the mis-classified results, to improve the accuracy of categorization.  

Proposed approach comprises of following phases: 

 Making of SENDO 

 News item profiling 

 User profiling 

 Recommendations with scrutiny 

 

Phase I: Making of SENDO: Concept hierarchy of SENDO is based on IPTC standards as explained earlier. It is a 

tree consisting of 17 major categories and 1271 leaf categories in total. In addition we have tailored the standard 

IPTC hierarchy which is essentially required for correct and complete classification. We have observed that without 

these modifications news was either left unclassified or misclassified.  

 

 

Figure 2. SENDO populated with semantic Relations 

 

The SENDO hierarchy consists of large number of concepts at all the three levels [fig. 2]. All the concept names are 

additionally annotated with NewsCodes provided by IPTC. A NewsCode is a single unique code representing a 

concept which is used to categorize news content. Usage of these codes in implementation makes it convenient to 

traverse the whole ontology without remembering concept names. In hierarchical arrangement of classes it is 

required to know code of major category when the code of leaf category is provided. Digits in code are arranged 

such that code for leaf node is sufficient to find its corresponding major category code. For example, News code for 

Major category “Health” is: 7000000. News code for one of its sub category “Disease” is 7001000. News code for 

one of its leaf category “Cancer” is 7001004. Use of news codes also helps in ontology evolution over time. As 

mentioned earlier, we have also observed the need to modify the ontology and usage of news codes in 

implementation helped in making this task swift.    

 SENDO is annotated with Synonym, meronym and hyponym relations derived from online semantic lexicon 

WordNet [fig. 2], which is helpful in non ambiguous classification. Semantic distance among weighted terms is 

required in classification algorithm. It helps in improving the classification results obtained due to two terms which 

may or may not be associated. Distance is inverse of similarity i.e., when distance between concepts is zero then the 

similarity is 1 (highest value) and vice versa.    

SENDO consists of Entity Hierarchy. A named entity may be a person, place, event, organization, product name, 

object name or any other news-related real life entity. Entities are identified [7] in aggregated news items and their 

unique individuals are automatically created in SENDO within respective entity types 

 SENDO is populated with two types of properties analyzed from the domain: Object and datatype property. Object 

property has one or more concepts as Domain and range. It links a concept with another concept or entity in SENDO 

(as given in table 1), named as sibling linkage. 
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News ID Title Domain 

category 

Object Property Range category 

345 Three policemen 

arrested for raping 

mentally disturbed 

woman in Himachal 

POLICE Arrested SEXUAL_ASSAULT 

 368 CBSE to conduct dope 

tests in school sports 

meet 

TEST conducted_in SCHOOLS 

Table 1: Few Object property Sibling linkages in SENDO 

 

Data type properties are used to populate entity individuals and concepts with additional information or metadata. 

Each individual consists of data type properties, populated with metadata extracted from open and linked external 

knowledge source DBpedia [7]. It helps in identifying news of same entities and news of same entity profiles for 

recommendations in SNRS. Example is given in table 2. 

 

News title SENDO 

individual 

Data Type 

Property 

Trader robbed on Delhi-Haridwar 

national highway. 

 Data type Property-> 

THEFT---robbed---LOCATION  

Delhi 

(Location) 

Population, 

Area. 

Not in the race for MP chief 

minister ship, Jyotiraditya Scindia 

says…. 

Jyotiraditya 

Scindia  

Profile, 

DOB… 

 Table 2: Data type properties in SENDO 

 

Moreover new categories are added in basic IPTC based categorization because for some news items it was 

observed that none of the semantic relations in SENDO could map them into any category. Analysis leads to strong 

need of making changes in the IPTC ontology (as given in table 3).  

  

NewsID Title Classified to Category  Mapped to 

Subcategory 

Mapped to Leaf 

Category 

332  

 

Rain, 

thundershowers in 

many parts of UP 

Weather 

(Newscode:17000000) 

Rain (New) 

(Newscode:17006000) 

---- 

455 Andhra Pradesh 

State Eligibility 

Test (APSET) 

results declared: 

check here 

Education 

(Newscode:5000000) 

Teaching and 

Learning 

(Newscode:5011000) 

Test or Examination 

(updated to) 

 Test or Examination 

and Results 

(Newscode:5011004) 

413 

 

 

Third grade teacher 

results 2012 

declared 

Education 

(Newscode:5000000) 

Entrance Examination 

(updated to) 

Entrance Examination 

and Results 

Newscode:5010000) 

----- 

Table 3: News Classified after the modifications in IPTC standard hierarchy in SENDO 

 

We have added a leaf category RAIN under major category „Weather‟.  Similarly for classification of news related 

to Educational exam results, there is no possibility in IPTC standard ontology. In major category „Education‟ there is 

a Sub category „Entrance Examination, which has been modified as „Entrance Examination and Results‟. In same 

major category there is a leaf category „Test and Examination‟ under the sub category „Teaching and Learning‟ 

which has been modified as „Test or Examination and Results‟. Few un-classified news, which were classified in 

correct category only after the modifications in ontology, are shown in table 3 above. 
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Phase II: News Items profiling  

This phase consists of two sub phases as shown in figure 3 and explained below: 

1. Aggregation of news items from trusted sources: News Items (title, description, source and date of 

publication of item) from RSS feeds of trusted sources [4] [5] are aggregated on daily basis automatically 

on server side for classification. News items are in semi structured format therefore before classification 

pre processing is required to convert it to meaningful machine understandable format.   

2. Classification of news items: Proposed SMLDC (Semantics Based Multi-Label Dual Hierarchical 

Classification) approach consists of three major modules:  

                      Module a: Pre-processing 

Module b: Indexing 

Module c: Dual hierarchical Classification and Mapping of news consisting of following steps: 

 Step 1: Concept based classification using SENDO at two levels  

 Step 2: Cross checking classification results of two levels 

 Step 3: Entity based classification using SENDO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Phases of Classification Approach  

 

Module a: Pre-Processing 

News items are tokenized and important words are considered after removing un- important stop words. These stop 

words are also known as noise words and do not play any role in classification. The important words are stemmed to 

their base forms [2] to reduce different morphological forms of the same word. We have used Porter (1980) 

Stemmer algorithm which is a powerful algorithm for stemming. All words are then transformed to lower case form 

to make the process of indexing case insensitive. 

 

Module b: Indexing 

 Frequencies of all important words f (IW) are assigned a rank R based on calculated score Si, as given below: 

𝑹 𝑰𝑾𝒊 = 𝑺𝒊 ∗ 𝒇(𝑰𝑾𝒊) 
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If IWi occurs both in title as well as description of news then Si=S1 

If IWi occurs only in title of news then Si=S2 

If IWi occurs only in description of news more than once then Si=S3,  

If IWi occurs only in description of news just once then Si=S4,  

Such that, S1>S2>S3>S4 and 0>Si<1. 

 

This gives maximum weightage to terms occurring both in title as well as description of news. Terms occurring just 

in title have been given second level of priority. Terms occurring just once in description have been given least 

importance. These terms with ranks and the semantic relations calculated among these terms play a vital role in 

categorization. 

 

Module c: Dual Classification of news classifies news on concepts as well as entities. It consists of 3 steps: 

 

 Step 1: Concept based Categorization using SENDO, at two levels  

Our approach of semantic classification of news items makes use of knowledge stored in SENDO. We have 

designed and implemented two local classification algorithms (1) SCMC: a Semantic Classifier for Major Concepts 

and (2) SCLC: a Semantic Classifier for Leaf Concepts. Classification results of SCMC are rechecked and improved 

using modified ranked cf-idf approach. It also modifies the weight of terms which is used as input by SCLC 

algorithm. Experimental evaluations show the benefits of this in final outcome. Similarly classification results of 

SCLC are also checked and improved by cross checking its outcome with SCMC outcome. Under given controlled 

rules final outcome of SCLC is improved, which is also shown in experimental evaluations. The finally laelled news 

items are mapped to leaf concepts in SENDO.   

 

SCMC algorithm: It classifies news at one or more major categories of SENDO. The algorithm first considers 

highest ranked term for classification purpose. In case of no result it will consider terms with lower ranks. Terms are 

mapped to major concepts for classification, if found similar. If terms are not mapped to the major concepts then 

synonym of major concepts are considered. In case match is not found even using synonym of the concepts then 

synonym of terms will be considered. In last case synonym of concepts will be matched with synonym of important 

terms. 

 

Steps of SCMC algorithm: 

 

Input =ontology consisting of major categories O(Ci), NewsID, Important terms of news(IW) arranged in 

descending order of ranked frequency R(IW),  synonym(IW), synonym(Ci), Ci=Major Category  

Output=NewsID, all (IW) with modified R(IW), matching category(s), all cases of outcome 

Process 

For all IW of all the news in corpus in descending order of rank 

Case 1: If IW matches with any of O(Ci): store all matching concepts in a table along with IW responsible for 

results  

 and case of outcome. Break. 

Case 2: (If case1 fails to give any result)  

If IW matches with synonym(s) of any concept: store all those concepts in a table along with IW 

responsible for results and case of outcome. Break. 

Case 3: (If case1 and case2 fails to give any result) 

If synonym(s) of IW matches any concept: store all those concepts in a table along with IW responsible for 

results and case of match. Break. 

 

 

Case 4: (If above cases fails to give any result) 

If synonym(s) of Ci matches with Synonyms(IW): store all those concepts in a table along with IW 

responsible for results and case of outcome.  
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Categorization of news on major concepts helps in handling the cold start problem for new user as well as for first 

user because we recommend news classified in major categories to all the new users. New user can watch news 

according to their preferences given at the time of registration. Once the user start watching news, implicit focused 

profiling [6] [8] becomes operational for that user and handles different issues in recommendation phase [9]. 

 

 

 

SCLC algorithm: It classifies and maps news at one or more leaf categories of SENDO. It considers the terms in 

decreasing order of rank. The rank has been passed from upper level of hierarchy, after modifications based on 

upper level outcome. Classification approach considers match with synonym, hyponym and meronym relations of 

ontology.  

Steps of SCLC algorithm: 

𝑖𝑑𝑓 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10( 
D/f(CIW) 

N(Ci)/f(CIW)Ci
 ) 

     cf-idf (CIW)=cf*idf 

This algorithm maps the news to many categories, few of which are found in correct by analysis. To improve the 

accuracy of above multi label classification results, we have applied modified tf-idf formula. Instead of considering all 

the terms in news, concepts in ontology are considered on which the news has been classified. Therefore the modified 

formula is concept frequency-inverse document frequency (cf-idf).  

The approach has been explained below: 

 

Input= Total news in the whole corpus= (D), Number of news in each category=N (Ci), CIW=IW(s) mapped to 

resultant categories, f (CIW) =frequency of CIW in whole corpus, f (CIW) Ci=frequency of CIW in all the news of  Ci.  

Process: For all the categories in outcome, resulting due to all the CIW of all the news in corpus, one by one  

 

                                                                cf=frequency of CIW in NewsID 

 

 

               

X=cf-idf (CIW) and Y= f (CIW)Ci in news (i) 

If X<Y 

 Classification result is correct (It means frequency of IW is higher in resultant category in comparison to the 

whole corpus. Therefore result due to this IW is considered appropriate.) 

Else 

Classification result is incorrect (It means it must have been classified to some other category in the corpus) 

 

Changes in above output: 

If classification result is incorrect: (1) Remove the resultant category from output table 

                                                              (2) Update frequency of CIW with highest cf-idf value among all the categories  

If all the categories due to IW are removed then remove IW also from all (IW) of above output table  

 

Exception: News mapped to only one category will not be considered for any change at this stage. The news will be 

passed to the CC algorithm and will be rechecked and rectified there.   
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This algorithm is applied again for classification, using meronym and hyponym semantic relations other than 

synonym relation. The algorithm is named as SCLCHM i.e., SCLC due to Hyponym Meronym. In case the number 

of leaf concepts turns out to be greater than a threshold value then it is realized that all such leaf concepts cannot be 

correct for the item and the results are far deviated from the expected results. To resolve this ambiguity, the results 

of classification of this news item considering hyponyms/meronyms are considered and item is mapped onto the leaf 

concepts resulting from that classification. In these cases, the major concepts of classification results due to 

synonyms are ignored completely. This is because the chances of ambiguous results reduce significantly as the 

hyponyms and meronyms of any leaf concept is far less in number than that of its synonyms. Its purpose is to 

improve the classification accuracy when synonym gives ambiguous categories.  

 The results of SCLC (or SCLCHM) and SCMC must converge when news are mapped in SENDO. Due to correct 

classification mapping of news items at leaf category (resulting due to SCLC) must have corresponding major 

category (resulting due to SCMC). Cross checking both these results at the time of mapping with certain useful 

checks; assists in judgment of wrong and correct categories of news items. Algorithm implemented for this purpose 

known as CC (cross checking) has been given below along with examples.  

 

Step 2: CC Algorithm: (Cross Checking classification results of two levels)  

This algorithm is based on the fact that when news is mapped to a leaf category then it must have a corresponding 

major category, which is proof of correct classification. If this is not the case then the classification is rectified based 

on cases given in the following algorithm.  

Input =ontology consisting of leaf categories O(LCi ), NewsID, list of R(IW) arranged in descending order, 

synonym(IW), synonym(LCi), SD=semantic distance formula(IWx,IWy) 

Output=NewsID, all (IW), their frequency, matching leaf category(s), all cases of outcome 

Process  

For all IW of all the news in the corpus in, descending order of rank 

Case 1: IW matches with any of LCi: store all matching leaf concepts in a table along with IW responsible for results 

and case of match. 

Case 2: (If case1 fails to give any result)  

If IW matches with synonym(s) of any leaf concept: store all those leaf concepts in a table along with IW 

responsible for results and case of match. Break. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Observation 1: In output table only one leaf category exists which is achieved due to one IW: Output will remain 

same because there is hardly any chance of ambiguity. 

Observation 2: In Output table if a long list of leaf categories exists with news, it may contains wrong categories also 

which must be identified and removed. Steps taken to solve the problem of misclassified news at leaf node of SENDO 

are:   

 

Case A: If resultant leaf categories are due to one IW  

Check if leaf category due to synonym of other IW of the same news, is same as any of the resultant 

categories: store that leaf category. 

Otherwise check if major category of two or more leaf is same: store that leaf category having common 

major category.  

Otherwise classify news to leaf of only those top n major concepts whose number of leaf concepts comes out 

least in number, to reduce the number of wrong classification. 

Case B: If resultant leaf categories are due to multiple IW 

 Find semantic distance among each pair of IWs  

Arrange each pair in increasing order of distance 

Pick pairs of IWs one by one 

If IWs of pair have common leaf category: Store the result. 

Else check if any pair of leaf (due to IWs of pair) have common major category: store in General leaf 

category of both the categories. 

 

 (All major categories have a general leaf category in ontology hierarchy.) 
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Steps of CC algorithm: 

 

This algorithm helps in improvement of classification outcome by cross checking the outcome at major category 

level and outcome at leaf category level. Based on the final outcome news items are mapped in SENDO, for further 

usage. To explain the improvement in classification outcome using proposed approach, the news items aggregated 

from RSS feed of trusted news source „Times of India‟ are taken as example as given below: 

Example News 1: News item having title “SC asks AIIMS to set up medical board to examine Dayallu Amaan…” 

was classified to three major categories of SENDO i.e., „Unrest Conflict and War‟, „Social Issues‟, „Crime Law and 

Justice‟ (CLJ) using Phase 1 of SCMC algorithm. Phase 2 of SCMC removed CLJ category. SCLC classified it to 

leaf categories “Medical Procedure” and “Test”.   CC Algorithm finally mapped the news to major category 

“Health” which is correct major category of this news.  

Example News 2: Another News item having title “Bomb suspect plead not guilty… ” was classified to major 

categories of SENDO i.e., „Sports‟ and „Health‟ using Phase 1 of SCMC algorithm. Phase 2 of SCMC removed 

category „Health‟. SCLC classified it to leaf categories “Economy Business and Finance” “Labor” and “Unrest 

Conflict and War (UCW)”.  CC Algorithm finally mapped the news to leaf category “Weaponry” and to major 

category “UCW”, which is correct major category of this news.  

Proposed dual classification approach classifies the news items based on the news categories (as given above) as 

well as based on the news entities (as explained below).  

 Step 3: Entity based Classification using SENDO  

 

Each entity individual created in SENDO has data type properties, to store metadata as explained earlier also. Two 

additional data type properties are added with each individual entity. One of these properties is populated with a list 

of news ids, of same entity individual. Another property is populated with a list of news ids, of entities having same 

Input:  A Database having resultant Leaf categories (DL) contains: NewsID, leaf categories (LC []), case‟ n‟ 

A Database having resultant Major categories (DM) contains: NewsID, major categories (MC []), case „n‟ 

Output: news ID, MC[], LC[]: list of corrected results 

Process: If LC [] from NewsID(DL) has correct corresponding MC[] from NewsID(DM) 

  Then Map NewsID at LC [] and store MC in DM 

 Else if both cases are “exact match” then 

Map NEWSID at LC or at „general LC‟ of MC (and discard other resultant major as well as leaf 

categories)  

 Else if case of LC is “exact match” and case of MC is not “exact match” 

  Map NewsID at LC and corresponding MC of this LC 

 Else if case of MC is “exact match and case of LC is not “exact match” 

  Map NewsID at „general LC‟ of this MC  

// All major categories in ontology have corresponding general leaf category 

 Else if case of MC is not “exact match” and case of LC is “semantic distance” 

  If num (LC []) <T // number of leaf categories less than a Threshold 

  Map NewsID at all LC [] 

  Else 

  Check Leaf categories due to Hyponym and Meronym of this NewsID: using algo: SCLCHM   

  Map NewsID at the resultant LC [] and their MC [] accordingly 

 Else if case of MC is not “exact match” and case of LC is “synonym one word many categories” 

  Count (MC (LC [])) and consider top two MC // on the basis of least count of number of LC per MC 

  Map NewsID at these LC [] of MC and MC of these LC [] 

 Else  

  Case of MC is not “exact match” and case of LC is “synonym one word one categories” 

  Map NewsID at this LC [] and MC of this LC [] 
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profile. It results in classification of news items on the basis of entities, considering two factors: entity similarity and 

profile similarity.   

The dual classification approach helps in capturing the user preferences both in news categories as well as news 

entities. 

Phase III: User profiling: 

Classified RSS feed news items are mapped at leaf nodes of SENDO using proposed dual classification approach for 

concept and entity both. These news items are recommended to the registered SNRS users, based on their 

ontological profiles created implicitly [8]. Pre classified and mapped news items make it convenient to recommend 

news to all new users, without repeating the process again and again.  User profiling is activated for all the 

registered users for personalized recommendation of news categories and news entities.  

 

Phase IV: Recommendations with scrutiny: 

 

Pre-classified news helps in handling of Cold start problem for recommendation of new items, having no user 

likings or disliking. As soon as news items are aggregated from different sources, they all the classified and mapped 

to their respective categories. None of the new news item will be left out while recommending news because a 

whole category of news will be recommended having user preference, not just independent news. Moreover 

classification helps in making the system scalable because it is not feasible to capture user‟s interest for each and 

every item separately. Therefore on the basis of similar features, items are categorized into manageable number of 

categories, making the recommendations scalable. 

Classification accuracy is prerequisite for a recommender system because misclassified data (news) will result in 

wrong recommendations and will bring total distrust in the system. Therefore we have implemented and tested the 

proposed classification approach on our designed portal. In recommendation phase also a step of scrutiny has been 

taken to improve classification accuracy. 

 

Scrutiny of Recommendations 

User has become integral part of the categorization outcome by giving feedback if recommended news is found mis-

classified in any category (as shown in figure 4). Feedback of all the users are gathered and compared to check 

whether more than average users declare that the particular news item has been misclassified. 

  

 
 

Figure 4. Scrutiny of Recommendations Based on User Feedback 
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Based on the adequate feedback the mis-classified news will be classified to their correct category. This additional 

step has been taken to improve the accuracy of categorization by making user integral part of the system.     

 

I. Setup 

XAMPP a free and open source cross-platform web server solution stack package is used, having components 

Apache HTTP Server, MySQL, PHP, Perl. In XAMPP „X‟ is to be read as "cross", meaning cross-platform. 

Databases in our portal SNRS are maintained in MySQL and scripts are written in PHP. OWL Ontology is created 

in Protégé. Java codes are written in Net Beans IDE. Protégé OWL API is used to access ontology. WordNet is used 

to retrieve semantic linkages among terms. RiTa Wordnet API and JWI API have been used to access WordNet   

information. RSS feed news items are aggregated from various reliable sources by SNRS administrator periodically. 

Entities are identified in news items using Stanford core NLP NER and information about entities are extracted from 

online open link of external knowledge source DBpedia.  
 

II. Experimental Study and Evaluations 

For evaluations, news items are aggregated daily from different trusted sources and are classified using SMLDC. 

Improvement at different stages of proposed classification approach has been shown below. For analysis an N X N 

Confusion Matrix is formed which contains the no. of news correctly classified and no. of items wrongly classified 

in each major concept. Based on this information a Confusion table is formed containing values of TP (True 

Positive), FP (False Positive), TN (True Negative), FN (False Negative) same as in binary confusion table. 

 

Precision and recall has been calculated using given formula: 

Precision (P): It indicates the proportion of the predicted positive cases that were correct. 

P=TP/TP+FP 

Recall (R): It is the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified.  

R=TP/TP+FN 

 

The FP, FN, TP, TN may be described as, 

FP gives the number of examples predicted as positive, which are from the negative class. 

FN gives the number of examples predicted as negative, whose true class is positive. 

TP gives the number of examples correctly predicted as belonging to the positive class. 

TN gives the number of examples correctly predicted as belonging to the negative class. 

 

In all the graphs shown below, X-axis depicts categories on which data has been classified and Y-axis depicts 

percentage of classification outcome.   

I. (a) Graph below shows improvement in precision and recall using proposed Semantics based 

hierarchical approach. Analysis is based on 40 news aggregated from 6 trusted RSS feed sources on 1st 

May 2014. Yellow bars in the graph below shows outcome based on non semantic approach and blue 

bars shows the same after applying proposed semantics based approach. 

 
 

I. (b) Same analysis has been done on 210 news items aggregated for the duration of one week (2-8 May 

2014). It is found and shown in Graph below that proposed semantics based approach (red line) gives 
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better precision and recall for 17 major categories. Number 18 on X-axis shows overall outcome for all 

categories. 

 
II. (a) In proposed approach a modified numerical statistical (TF-IDF) approach has been used for 

reducing the number of mis-classified items on major category level of hierarchy. The Graph below is 

showing improvement in precision (left graph) and recall (right graph) after applying modified 

numerical statistical approach in classification on aggregated 1 day data, at first level of hierarchy. 

Yellow line shows outcome without applying modified CF_IDF and blue line shows improvement in 

outcome after applying modified CF-IDF.  

  

II. (b) Same above analysis has been done on 210 news items aggregated for the duration of one week (2-

8 May 2014). It is found and shown in Graph below that proposed approach (red line) gives better 

precision and recall for 17 major categories. Number 18 on X-axis shows overall outcome for all 

categories. 

 

III. (a)In proposed approach classification on categories at leaf level makes use of numerical statistical 

information received from upper level of the hierarchy. Analysis is based on 40 news aggregated from 

6 trusted RSS feed sources on 1st May 2014. Yellow bars in graph below shows outcome without 

using information passes from upper level and blue bars shows the same after making use of additional 

information received from upper level of the hierarchy. 

 

Precision 
Recall 
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III. (b) Same analysis has been done on 210 news items aggregated for the duration of one week (2-8 May 

2014). It is found and shown in Graph below that proposed approach (red line) gives better precision 

and recall for 17 major categories. Number 18 on X-axis shows overall outcome for all categories 

 

 
IV. (a)After classification at major category level and leaf category level, an obvious rule has been taken 

into consideration that each news item classified at a particular leaf category must have corresponding 

major category. This helps in convergence of results of both the levels with certain mentioned 

conditions (given in CC algorithm in this paper). Graphs below shows improvement in precision (left 

graph) and recall (right graph) after applying controlled convergence of outcome.  

 

IV. (b) Same analysis has been done on 210 news items aggregated for the duration of one week (2-8 May 

2014). It is found and shown in Graph below that proposed approach (red line) gives better precision 

and recall for 17 major categories. Number 18 on X-axis shows overall outcome for all categories 

 

 

To analyze the improvement in terms of precision and recall after each phase of proposed approach, results are given 

in table 4. To evaluate results standard information retrieval metrics have been used. The definitions of precision and 

recall are adapted to fit our requirements, to analyze the number of correctly classified news items as shown in 

formula 1 and formula 2. 

  

Precision (p) = 
𝑁𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑠  𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦  𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑠  𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑
   and Recall (r) = 

𝑁𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑠  𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦  𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑛𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑠  𝑡𝑜  𝑏𝑒  𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖 𝑒𝑑
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SCMC SCLC CC 

Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision 

0.44 0.32 0.75 0.72 0.80 

Table 4: Accuracy achieved at each stage of proposed approach 

For improvement in accuracy of SCMC classification results, we have applied modified cf-idf approach to rectify 

errors in classification results (as given in SCMC algorithm). We have evaluated misclassified news per category 

using formula 3 before and after applying second phase of SCMC algorithm and results are given in table 5. 

Result = 
𝑁𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑  𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦  𝑐𝑖

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑛𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦  𝑐𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1  ……………………………… [3] 

Result 1 using formula 3 

 (before applying approach given in SCMC algorithm)  

 

Result 2 using formula 3 

 (after applying approach given in SCMC algorithm)  

 

10.29 4.57 

Table 5: Reduction in number of wrong categories 

If Result 1<Result 2 then it proves that cf-idf used as a rectification code is not effective. If Result 1=Result 2 then it 

shows that rectification code makes no change and is not required. Comparing the values of Result1 and result2 

calculated above shows that the value of Result 1 is more than value of Result 2. It proves effectiveness of the 

rectification code because number of misclassified news is reduced. This is not the final classification accuracy. 

Final classification accuracy is achieved as shown in table 4 after applying CC algorithm. The whole process of 

semantics based hierarchical multi label dual classification, applied for classification of aggregated RSS feed news 

items; have shown significant improvement in results at each stage.  

 

For analyzing classification results on large number of news items, we aggregated data for 15 days from 6 trusted 

news sources. Result shows 90% of precision and 93% of recall. Analyses of results are given below along with 

confusion table: 

 

Confusion table given below shows precision and recall after classification of items using proposed approach: 

 
 
In all the graphs given below, the x- axis represents ontological concepts and y-axis represents the percentage of 

precision and recall for each concept. 

 

Graph below shows improvement in Precision using our proposed numerical statistical (cf-idf) approach. The results 

are compared with final classification excluding the proposed approach of cf-idf: 
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Graph below shows improvement in Recall using proposed numerical statistical (cf-idf) approach. The results are 

compared with final classification excluding the proposed approach of cf-idf: 

 

 
 

Graph below shows improvement in Precision using our proposed semantic approach. It is compared with final 

classification without semantics based approach (or can be known as direct matches): 

 
 

Graph below shows improvement in Recall using our proposed semantic approach. It is compared with final 

classification without semantics based approach (or can be known as direct matches): 
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IV. Related Work 

We have surveyed related work done by other researchers in the area of multi label classification and found that in 

[13] authors have worked to handle the multi label classification of images using SVM (Support Vector Machine) 

classifier. It is a supervised machine learning algorithm. Its performance depends upon the availability of the 

training data. Lack of transparency is another disadvantage of this method. For binary classification it works well 

but in case of MLC optimization is still required. In [15] authors have used SVM algorithm for topic ontology based 

blog classification. They first train the classifier using topic ontology. They have shown the results in comparison to 

Naïve Baise approach. In [14] authors have worked for document classification based on user query. The query is 

used to build seed ontology every time. In [19] authors have classified news headlines into different categories using 

SVM. News is classified into just 9 categories. Authors have evaluated the performance of classifier on 20 

Newsgroup dataset. In [18] authors have given a framework to train classifiers to assign uncertain membership 

degree based on ordered scale. 

 

We have also looked into the usage of Numerical statistical approach in classification and found that in [16] authors 

have modified basic term based TF-IDF approach. They have compared category term based (CTF-ITF) and 

weighted category term based (WCTF-ITF) approaches for improvement in precision and recall in flat classification.  

 

Going through the related work done in the area of Semantics based approach we found that in [17] authors have 

used IR based on synonyms of terms of user query. They have used new approach for measuring semantic similarity 

between words and hierarchical structure is used to present information content  

 

Many researchers have emphasized on the less focused Entity based classification other than commonly used 

category based classification. In [11] authors have emphasized that in earlier approach e- news items are not 

classified on the basis of named entities. Authors have trained SVM for improvement in hierarchical text 

classification. In [20], authors have provided some precedent for the use of named entities in the classification of 

news articles. Their research is on the use of named entities for classifying news articles within categories 

hierarchically. Gui et al. do not describe the techniques used for NER or extraction of named entities, but found that 

an SVM trained on named entities outperformed one trained on terms, where „terms‟ refers to words or phrases 

within the articles. In [21] and [22], authors have done extensive work on the general problem of Named Entity 

Recognition (NER) as well as on the problem of text classification. In [23], authors have worked for spreading of 

entities in natural language query using linked data web. In [12], authors have semi-automatically created company 

profiles for twitter classification based on entities.  

 

Researchers are using Hierarchical Classification Approach since long ago and many variations have been found in 

the basic approach. In [27] Koller and Sahami carried out the first proper study of a hierarchical text categorization 

problem in 1997. Kiritchenko et al. explored two main aspects of hierarchical text categorization, learning 

algorithms and performance evaluations in 2006. In [35], authors have built a local classifier per parent node in the 

hierarchy and all classifiers are applied simultaneously to each data to be classified. This will face a limitation when 

number of parent nodes in the hierarchy is large in number. It requires a training phase to train the classifier. 
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Moreover approach is not based on semantics which will give ambiguous results. In [36], authors have given two 

novel approaches for hierarchical classification. First method selects best feature set at each parent node. Second 

method selects best classifier and best representation. Approach is tested for music genre classification. The 

approach will face combinatorial explosion if features or number of classifiers increases. In [37], authors have 

classified documents using hierarchical approach based on query for categories in the ontology. Authors have used 

IPTC based hierarchy for ontological structure. No work has been shown for semantic enrichment of the ontology.  

 

In this paper we have proposed unsupervised semantics based multi label hierarchical classification approach for 

news items classification on 17 major categories as well as thousands of leaf categories. In [4] [5] authors have 

worked upon the classification of RSS feed news items using ontology, mapped on a category of the ontology. We 

in our approach of news classification uses semantically enriched ontology and semantic distance between terms to 

improve the classification results. No trained classifier is required in proposed approach because ontological 

knowledge acts as a classifier. We have automated the ontology enrichment and news items classification. Our 

designed annotated enriched ontology helps to answer user queries also. Ontology structure is based on news 

industry standard given by IPTC. Moreover we have made certain modification in the standards IPTC hierarchy to 

reduce the percentage of unclassified and mis-classified data. Along with this, classification at both the levels is 

rechecked and corrected using proposed approach. It improves the precision and recall of classification at both the 

levels. Proposed approach modifies tf-idf and uses ranked cf-idf to check and rectify wrong categories found in 

classification at first level. This modified information has also been passed to next levels of hierarchical structure, 

which plays vital role in the improvement of precision and recall of classification at leaf level.  

Along with domain category based classification, news items are also classified on the basis of similar entity 

individual and similar entity profile. We have identified named entities in news items and populated the individuals 

with the information from external knowledge source [7]. It assists in classifying news on the basis of entity profile 

along with entity type.   

Proposed approach has been tested on daily aggregated RSS feed news items from various reliable sources. 

Improvement in outcome in terms of 90% of precision and 93% of recall has been shown graphically. Improvement 

in results proves the efficacy of proposed approach. In recommendation process, an additional step of scrutability of 

classification results has been taken for improvement of the outcome. 

 

V. Conclusions and Future Work 

Proposed approach semantically categorizes highly dynamic data into thousands of categories. For background 

knowledge a Semantically Enriched News Domain Ontology has been designed based on IPTC standards. 

Hierarchical classification at two levels of ontology makes the approach scalable. Categorization accuracy at both 

the levels of ontology hierarchy is improved by rechecking the outcome. Modifications incorporated in the IPTC 

standard based ontology reduce the percentage of un-classified and mis-classified data. Designed Ontology enriched 

with semantic relations from online lexicon, disambiguates categorization of data. Semantics based categorization 

proves several advantages over other traditional approaches used for classification. It handles the ambiguity in 

natural language. Ontology is also annotated with additional information about identified and classified entities from 

open and linked external knowledge source. This assisted in entity based classification of news items. Dual 

classification helps in capturing user preferences based on concepts as well as entities for user satisfaction in 

recommendations. It also helps to handle cold start problem for new items in recommendations. Proposed ontology 

based classification approach does not require any labeled data.  

For testing proposed approach, a portal has been designed which automatically gathers news items daily from RSS 

feeds of trusted sources, for categorization into major news categories, leaf categories (within major categories), 

similar entity individuals and similar entity profiles. Experimental study and evaluation shows 90% of precision and 

93% of recall. None of the automatic classification approach can achieve absolute accuracy therefore we have used 

an additional step of scrutinizing the classification results and updating the outcome based on adequate users‟ 

feedback. The given algorithms are generic and applicable to any domain provided data is pre processed 

accordingly. 

In future, proposed approach can be tested and improved to handle the issues of big data. 
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